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A Warm Welcome to the 12th IMISCOE Annual Conference and 1st nccr – on the move

We are very grateful to this year’s hosts of the conference: the Swiss Forum for Migration and Population Studies (SFM) of the University of Neuchatel, celebrating its 20th anniversary, and the Institute for Demographic and Life Course Studies (I-Demo) of the University of Geneva. In the heart of Europe and with many international organizations related to migration, Geneva is an excellent location for a conference on “Rights, Democracy and Migration”.

The conference marks the conclusion of an exciting academic year for the IMISCOE network. The network expanded to 36 member institutes from all parts of Europe. Furthermore, we have a new publisher, Springer, for both our book series and the journal Comparative Migration Studies. The Geneva annual conference is to set another important milestone for the development of IMISCOE, with a record number of submitted proposals and the largest number of participants ever. The selection was particularly challenging for the international conference committee.

This was also a remarkable year for the nccr – on the move, a National Center of Competence in Research (NCCR) funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation that unites 17 research teams from seven universities. Since its launch in mid-2014, a common road map as well as a research agenda for the coming years has been put in place. The overall aim of the nccr – on the move is to offer an overview and a better understanding of the character and experienced shifts in contemporary migration and mobility. The unique interdisciplinary structure of the NCCR allows for understanding and explaining the interplay of multilevel governance, market drivers and societal dynamics of migration and mobility in Switzerland and beyond. This conference is an excellent opportunity to connect the NCCR Project Leaders and fellows from different disciplines with the European research community.

Finally, a special word of thanks to the conference committee that has been of great help in the laborious work of reviewing proposals: Rosita Fibi, Ricard Zapata-Barrero, Dusan Drbohlav, Christin Achermann, Matteo Gianni, Walter Leimgruber, Rihit Jain, Yvonne Riaño, Didier Ruedin and Johanna Probst. Also a special word of thanks to Gina Fiore Walder and Ursula Gugger Suter from the nccr – on the move, Géraldine Moynat from the University of Geneva and Denise Efionayi-Mäder from SFM, without whom the organization of this conference simply would not have been possible. A special merci to Philippe Wanner, our local host, who allowed us to hold this conference at the University of Geneva.

We look forward to seeing you all again 2016, when the conference will be organized by GEOMIGRACE in Prague.

Gianni D’Amato, Maurice Cruil, Peter Scholten
Rights, Democracy and Migration – Challenges and Opportunities

Two major topics provide the narrative for this international conference. First, the expansion of rights is linked to modernity and liberalism: human rights, civil, social, political, and cultural rights are issues of negotiation between nation-states and interest groups. These developed notably in Europe after World War II with the aim of protecting individuals and minorities from the arbitrary power of the states and the unlimited rule of the majority. Since then, the European Union (EU) member states have adopted a mobility regime, which grants their citizens and those of selected neighboring countries, such as Switzerland, the right to move and reside freely within the territory of the EU. Arguably, immigration has, thus, undergone a paradigm shift, from (old) immigration predominately regulated by the state and corporatist agreements to (new) mobility increasingly regulated by national and global markets. However, resistance against this rights regime and the protection of individuals and minorities is increasingly visible across Europe.

Second, the international human rights and refugee protection regime were adopted in the aftermath and partially in response to the atrocities committed during World War II. During the Cold War these “protection regimes” were used by the superpowers to pursue their respective agendas, which is why they were only partially operational. Since the 1990s, on the contrary, these oversight mechanisms have adopted numerous soft law instruments, and they have named and shamed states for their behavior. This increased activism has attracted criticism from governments and non-governmental organizations, which have demanded reforms. These calls for reforms have also emerged as a result of the changing nature of conflicts, for example the increase of intra- instead of inter-state conflicts, and the increasingly important role of civil society actors. There are several questions that seek for answers: notably is the international protection regime still able to provide sufficient protection to victims of rights’ violations? How should we deal with criticism voiced by different governments, and how can we increase the legitimacy and relevance of the international protection regime in the various parts of the world, if this remains a key objective?

The celebration of the 20th anniversary of the Swiss Forum for Migration and Population Studies of the University of Neuchatel provides the opportunity to debate these concerns not only with academics and independent researchers, but also with members of civil society and officials of international organizations. Geneva, the host of many international organizations committed to human rights and refugee protection as well as migration management, seems the obvious choice to organize such an event. In addition, Switzerland, just as many of its European partners, has in the recent past experienced periods of opening and closing of its borders and a deepening conflict between the rule of law protecting individual rights and the democratic rule of the majority. This conference offers European scholars the opportunity to debate the recent developments in the field of forced migration from a human rights perspective. It allows for discussing major progress and drawbacks in a difficult affair, which is the relation between the rule of law and the democratic rule of majorities. And, for the first time ever, an IMISCOE Annual Conference provides a platform for young European doctoral students to organize their own pre-conference workshop.
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The idea of this roundtable is to critically take stock of the development of immigration and the migrant condition in Switzerland over the last 20 years. The roundtable will trace the periods of opening and closing from a human rights perspective. The assessments will vary according to the forms of migration and exile. They will further vary depending on the political fields, the locations and the adopted perspectives.

In the public debate, it is often difficult to disentangle the evolutions in the discourses from the ones belonging to the legal framework or the real-life experiences of the migrants and their environment. While some interventions are publicized and easily identifiable, others – sometimes unsuspectable – act subsurface.

We have asked four experts to map the developments in migration viewed from the angle of media-public discourse (Hans-Rudolf Wicker) and legal framework (Martina Caroni), as well as from the perspectives of civil society with or without migration background (Sandro Cattacin) and of politics (Pierre Maudet).

The round table discussion is in English and French.

L’idée de cette table ronde est de porter un regard critique sur le développement de l’immigration et de la condition migrante en Suisse, depuis 20 ans. Il s’agit de retracer les multiples avancées et régressions sous l’angle des droits humains. On peut penser que le bilan dressé variera selon les formes de migration et d’exil, mais aussi en fonction des champs politiques, des lieux de vie et des perspectives adoptées.

Dans le débat public, il est parfois difficile de démêler les évolutions dans les discours de celles du cadre légal ou encore de leurs conséquences sur le vécu concrèt des migrants concernés et de leur entourage. Si certaines interventions sont médiatisées et facilement identifiables, d’autres – parfois peu spectaculaires – agissent en profondeur. Nous avons demandé à quatre observateurs privilégiés de décrypter le développement dans le domaine migratoire, partant du discours médiatico-public (Hans-Rudolf Wicker) et du cadre légal (Martina Caroni), mais aussi dans la perspective de la société civile ou non de la migration (Sandro Cattacin) et de la politique (Pierre Maudet).

La table ronde se déroulera en français et anglais.
The Refugee Convention provides a framework of norms, guaranteeing human, civil and social rights to recognized refugees. Refugee status can only be granted to people deemed to have a well-founded fear of being persecuted within a nation state. As a result of the changing nature of conflicts – for example the increased number of intrastate conflicts – a growing number of migrants in search of protection are not granted refugee status. Calls for reforms have emerged to overcome the fragmented nature of protection; they have, however, had moderate success.

In the area of labor migration, the citizens of the European Union (EU) member states enjoy the right to free movement within the territory of the member states. In contrast, the conditions imposed upon migrant workers from third countries and those belonging to certain national minorities have increasingly been tightened.

Resistance against the mobility regime and the protection of individuals and minorities is increasingly visible across Europe. The panelists will assess recent developments in the field of forced migration (refugees) and labor migration from a human rights perspective – worldwide and, particularly, in Europe. What have been major progresses and drawbacks in each field? How to deal with the criticism voiced by different governments and how to face the (over-) politicization of norms regulating migration and integration as a whole? The debate will also seek to identify possibilities for overcoming the fragmentation of the protection regimes which apply to different categories of migrants. Lastly, possibilities to increase the legitimacy and relevance of the international protection regime in the various parts of the world will be discussed.

Dawn Chatty is University Professor in Anthropology and Forced Migration and former Director of the Refugee Studies Centre at the Department of International Development, University of Oxford, UK. His research interests include nomadic pastoralism and conservation, gender and development, health, illness and culture, and coping strategies of refugee youth. His most recent books include Children of Palestine: Experience of Forced Migration in the Middle East (eds. with Gillian Lewando-Hundt), Berghahn Press, 2005, and Dispossession and Displacement in the Modern Middle East, Cambridge, 2010.

Since September 2010, Ryszard Chołewinski has been a Migration Policy Specialist in the Labour Migration Branch of the International Labour Organization (ILO). His responsibilities include work related to the global debates on migration governance, such as the ILO’s participation in the Global Migration Group (GMG) and the linkages between labor migration and development, including the UN Post-2015 Development Agenda. Previously, he was a Senior Migration Policy and Research Specialist in the International Organization for Migration (IOM) in Geneva and Reader in Law at the University of Leicester in UK. As a lawyer and academic, he has written widely on the human rights of migrants, international labor migration, and various aspects of European Union law and policy relating to migration. He holds a doctorate degree from the University of Ottawa, a Master in Laws degree from the University of Saskatchewan, and a Bachelor of Laws degree from the University of Leicester.

Marie-José Tayah has also a PhD candidate at Kent State University’s Department of Political Science where her dissertation explores the links between migrant domestic workers’ organizations and spaces of social dialogue. Her research has led to the establishment of the first union of migrant domestic workers in Lebanon and the Arab world. Her work and research interests include migrant domestic work, migrant workers’ organizing, social dialogue, diasporic peacebuilding, conflict analysis, peace education, transitional justice, as well as inter-agency work on global debates such as the Global Migration Group (GMG), the Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD) and the UN Post-2015 Development Agenda.

Sandra Lavenex is professor for European and International Politics at the Department for Political Science and International Relations and the Global Studies Institute of the University of Geneva. In addition she is a regular visiting professor at the College of Europe, Bruges, Belgium. Her research centers on EU external relations, democracy promotion in the international realm, and international migration governance. In the field of migration, she is currently conducting two research projects on the nexus between migration and trade policies and on comparative regional integration.

Her most recent publications relating to migration include “Multilayered Migration Governance and the Promise of Partnership”, London: Routledge 2015 (co-edited with Rabel Kete and Marjan Pasiczak), “Trade Agreements as Venuens for Migrant Power Europe? The Case of Immigration Policy”, Journal of Common Market Studies, 52 (2) 2014, 328-336 (with Flavia Jarejy)

“International Migration”, in Walter Carlsnaes, Thomas Risse and Beth Simmons (eds.), Handbook of International Relations, London: SAGE 2013 (with Gallia Lahoud)

“Regional Migration Governance”, in T. Börzel and T. Risse (eds.), Oxford Handbook of Comparative Regional Integration, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2015 (forthcoming, with Flavia Jarejy, Terri Givens and Ross Buchanan)
The expansion of rights is linked with modernity and liberalism: Human rights, civil, social, political and cultural rights are issues of negotiation between nation states and interest groups. In Europe, these rights developed notably after World War II with the aim of protecting individuals and minorities from the arbitrary power of the States and the unlimited rule of the majority. Moreover, European states have adopted a mobility regime of free circulation within their borders.

Engagement and participation of citizens in public life do not necessarily lead to an expansion of rights as this was the general belief after World War II. Recent popular votes in Switzerland resulting in the ban on minarets and the decision to limit the mobility of EU citizens are just two examples, which show how reversible and not granted human and mobility rights still are. Populist movements and radical mass demonstrations in different parts of Europe are a sign of revitalized interest in the public sphere. Their political agenda, however, is not campaigning for more but for fewer rights to people of a different origin. This might have increased under the impression of terrorists attacking security with religiously motivated violence. Human rights and immigrant rights are seen by these emerging groups as an imposition on their freedom. For liberals, in contrast, security in liberty can only be guaranteed by a strong, strictly enforced rule of law, which prevents arbitrary, even democratically legitimized interference.

The panel will assess these recent developments and tensions in the relationship between rights and democracy in Europe with a particular focus on issues where migration and mobility are concerned. Should European courts be more sensitive to democratically expressed feelings and admit to give the “last word” to the sovereign people? Or, should the voters accept that their democratic powers are limited by law in order to secure the liberty and rights of all people?

Giovanna Zincone is founder and president of FIERI (Forum Internazionale ed Euroopeo di Ricerca sull'Immigrazione/Forum of International and European Research on Immigration). She was full Professor of Political Science at the University of Turin from 1990 to 2005 and President of the National Commission for the Integration of Immigrants from 1999 to 2001. From 2006 to 2014, Giovanna Zincone was the official Consultant of the President of the Italian Republic on matters of social cohesion. She is member of the Academic Association "Il Mulino" and of the scientific and editorial boards of various Italian and international reviews. Furthermore, she contributes to the Italian newspaper La Stampa.

Patrick Weil is a Visiting Professor of Law and a Peter and Patricia Gruber Fellow in Global Justice at Yale Law School, and a senior research fellow at the French National Research Center in the University of Paris1, Panthéon-Sorbonne. His work focuses on comparative immigration, citizenship, and church-state law and policy. In France, Patrick Weil has participated in a 2003 Presidential Commission on secularism, established by Jacques Chirac. In 1997, he completed a mission and a report on immigration and national policy reform for Prime Minister Lionel Jospin. This led to the implementation of new immigration and citizenship laws adopted the following year. Patrick Weil holds an appointment as Professor at the Paris School of Economics.

Rainer Bauböck holds a chair in social and political theory at the Department of Political and Social Sciences of the European University Institute. His research interests are in normative political theory and comparative research on democratic citizenship, European integration, migration, nationalism and minority rights. Together with Jo Shaw (University of Edinburgh) and Maarten Vink (University of Maastricht), he coordinates the European Union Democracy Observatory on Citizenship. His current work in political theory focuses on democratic inclusion principles in multilevel democracy.
Maria Baganha Dissertation Award
The IMISCOE research network functions not only as a framework for developing research on international migration, integration and social cohesion in Europe, but also wants to stimulate and reward excellence in these themes. With this purpose in mind, it established an award for the best PhD thesis in the field, to be granted annually. The IMISCOE Board of Directors decided to dedicate the award to Maria Ioannis Baganha, a leading migration scholar at the Centre for Social Studies (CES) at the University of Coimbra, Portugal. Maria Ioannis Baganha was one of IMISCOE’s founding members and Chair of the Board of Directors until she passed away in June 2009.

The prize is awarded each year after a rigorous procedure of evaluation. The first call took place in 2010 and since then, the number and quality of the dissertations presented to the award has increased yearly. Thus far there have been five winners, the first being Juljana Vullnetari of the Sussex Centre for Migration Research at the University of Sussex (2010) with a dissertation whose title was Dynamics between Internal and International Migration: A Development-Oriented Ethnographic Study in Albania. In 2011, the award went to Justus Uitermark from Erasmus University Rotterdam with a dissertation on a very different topic, entitled Dynamics of Power in Dutch Integration Politics. Zana Vathi from the Sussex Centre for Migration Research at the University of Sussex was the winner of the third award (2012) with a thesis on the intergenerational transmission between the first and second generation of Albanians in three European cities. The last two winners have been Alistair Hunter from the University of Edinburgh (2013) and Ruben Andersson from the London School of Economics and Political Science (2014) with dissertation on two very diverse topics: the former on the lives of ageing male labor migrants who are still living in workers’ hostels in France and their transnational rhythms back in North and West Africa and the latter on the “industry of illegality” at the Spanish-Moroccan border.

Rinus Penninx Best Paper Award
The Rinus Penninx Best Paper Award, in honor of the first coordinator of IMISCOE, is an annual award for the best paper submitted to and presented at the IMISCOE Annual Conference. An anonymous review committee decides on the allocation of the award. Besides the honor of receiving the award, the prize winner also receives EUR 750 and the opportunity to publish the paper in the journal Comparative Migration Studies. Rinus Penninx Best Paper Award was founded in 2014 and the first winners of the award were Marie-Laurence Flahaux and Hein de Haas (IMI, University of Oxford, UK) for their paper “Migration from, to and within Africa: the role of development and states.”

The Rinus Penninx Best Paper Award is sponsored by the journal Comparative Migration Studies, published by Springer.
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Sara Vigo (CEDEM), "Green Grabbing-Induced Displacement? Integrating the Political Economy of Land into Migration Studies"; Nakia Pearson (University of Reims-Champagne), "Conceptualizing Borders in Environmental Migration"; Felicita Hillmann (Free University of Berlin), "Environmental Change and Migration in a Coastal Region in Ghana: Migrant Trajectories as Translators of New Regional Formations"
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Room M1150, Session #26
Panel:
Governing Transnationalism (1): New Actors of Diaspora Engagement
Room M2140, Session #27
Panel:
Monitoring for Mainstreaming Integration Policies: Local Contexts under the Microscope
Room M1140, Session #28
Paper Session:
Politics of Migration and Diversity
Room M1130, Session #29
Paper Session:
Patterns of Integration
Room MR150, Session #30
Paper Session:
Identification

Room MR160, Session #16
Closed workshop:
Pathways to Success
Organizer: Jens Schneider (IMIS)
Participants: Rosita Fibbi (SFIM); Emanuella Santelli (INED); Laure Mugouerou (INED); Yael Brinbaum (University of Eastern Piamonte); Elif Keskiner (CIMIC); Philipp Schnell (University of Vienna); Andreas Pott (IMIS); Floris Vermeerden (IMES); Sara Bezá (CIMIC); Ali Konyali (CIMIC); Imintha Waldring (Free University of Amsterdam); Christine Lang (IMIS); Reinhilde Pulinx (Ghent University); Agata Santisi (SPM); Maurice Crul (CIMIC)

Room MR170, Session #19
Workshop:
The Risk of Becoming Lost: Practices and Policies on Youth Migration and Labour Market Incorporation
Room M1170, Session #20
Panel:
Materialised Remittances and Object Od Aid: Exploring Sent and Received Things in Times of Crisis and Hardship (1)
Room M2196, Session #24
Panel:
Refugee Migration and Local Demarcations (1)
Room MR040, Session #25
Panel:
Cross Perspectives on Gender and Racial Minorities Discrimination in the Labor Market
Room M1150, Session #26
Panel:
Governing Transnationalism (1): New Actors of Diaspora Engagement
Room M2140, Session #27
Panel:
Monitoring for Mainstreaming Integration Policies: Local Contexts under the Microscope
Room M1140, Session #28
Paper Session:
Politics of Migration and Diversity
Room M1130, Session #29
Paper Session:
Patterns of Integration
Room MR150, Session #30
Paper Session:
Identification

Room MR160, Session #16
Closed workshop:
Pathways to Success
Organizer: Jens Schneider (IMIS)
Participants: Rosita Fibbi (SFIM); Emanuella Santelli (INED); Laure Mugouerou (INED); Yael Brinbaum (University of Eastern Piamonte); Elif Keskiner (CIMIC); Philipp Schnell (University of Vienna); Andreas Pott (IMIS); Floris Vermeerden (IMES); Sara Bezá (CIMIC); Ali Konyali (CIMIC); Imintha Waldring (Free University of Amsterdam); Christine Lang (IMIS); Reinhilde Pulinx (Ghent University); Agata Santisi (SPM); Maurice Crul (CIMIC)

Room MR170, Session #19
Workshop:
The Risk of Becoming Lost: Practices and Policies on Youth Migration and Labour Market Incorporation
Room M1170, Session #20
Panel:
Materialised Remittances and Object Od Aid: Exploring Sent and Received Things in Times of Crisis and Hardship (1)
Room M2196, Session #24
Panel:
Refugee Migration and Local Demarcations (1)
Room MR040, Session #25
Panel:
Cross Perspectives on Gender and Racial Minorities Discrimination in the Labor Market
Room M1150, Session #26
Panel:
Governing Transnationalism (1): New Actors of Diaspora Engagement
Room M2140, Session #27
Panel:
Monitoring for Mainstreaming Integration Policies: Local Contexts under the Microscope
Room M1140, Session #28
Paper Session:
Politics of Migration and Diversity
Room M1130, Session #29
Paper Session:
Patterns of Integration
Room MR150, Session #30
Paper Session:
Identification

Room MR160, Session #16
Closed workshop:
Pathways to Success
Organizer: Jens Schneider (IMIS)
Participants: Rosita Fibbi (SFIM); Emanuella Santelli (INED); Laure Mugouerou (INED); Yael Brinbaum (University of Eastern Piamonte); Elif Keskiner (CIMIC); Philipp Schnell (University of Vienna); Andreas Pott (IMIS); Floris Vermeerden (IMES); Sara Bezá (CIMIC); Ali Konyali (CIMIC); Imintha Waldring (Free University of Amsterdam); Christine Lang (IMIS); Reinhilde Pulinx (Ghent University); Agata Santisi (SPM); Maurice Crul (CIMIC)

Room MR170, Session #19
Workshop:
The Risk of Becoming Lost: Practices and Policies on Youth Migration and Labour Market Incorporation
Room M1170, Session #20
Panel:
Materialised Remittances and Object Od Aid: Exploring Sent and Received Things in Times of Crisis and Hardship (1)
Room M2196, Session #24
Panel:
Refugee Migration and Local Demarcations (1)
Room MR040, Session #25
Panel:
Cross Perspectives on Gender and Racial Minorities Discrimination in the Labor Market
Room M1150, Session #26
Panel:
Governing Transnationalism (1): New Actors of Diaspora Engagement
Room M2140, Session #27
Panel:
Monitoring for Mainstreaming Integration Policies: Local Contexts under the Microscope
Room M1140, Session #28
Paper Session:
Politics of Migration and Diversity
Room M1130, Session #29
Paper Session:
Patterns of Integration
Room MR150, Session #30
Paper Session:
Identification
Paper Session: Identification
Chair: Janine Dahinden (University of Neuchâtel and nccr – on the move)
Mark van Ostaeyen and Peter Scholten (Erasmus University Rotterdam), "The Politics of Numbers"; Maria Schiller, Julia Martinez-Artilo, Alexandre Tandon, Karen Schonwalder (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity), "How Urban Actors Respond to Diversity"; Louise Nikolic (Université Libre de Bruxelles), "Explaining Foreign Residents' Registration in Municipal Elections in Belgium and in Luxembourg"; Aija Lulle (University of Latvia) and Russell King (University of Sussex; Malmö University), "Political Representation of Diasporas in Contemporary Europe: Probing into Broader Citizenship Processes"

Room M1130, Session #29
Paper Session: Patterns of Integration
Chair: Johanna Probst (SFM)
Antonella Ceccongo (University of Bologna), "Chinese Migrants Incorporation in the Italian Fashion Industry: A Novel Approach"; Stibria Cuvosol (LUISS University), "The Impact of Naturalization on Civic Integration: An Empirical Study on TCNs in Italy"; Lucía M. Jardon Martínez (University of Zurich), "Diffusion of Immigrant Integration Policies in Switzerland. How Do the Swiss Cantons Adopt Specific Integration Measures in a Federal System?"; Oliver Gruber (University of Vienna), "Autonomy or Attachment? Ministerial Competences for Migrant Integration in EU Member States"

Room M1150, Session #30
Paper Session: Politics of Migration and Diversity
Chair: Matteo Gianni (University of Geneva and nccr – on the move)
Mark van Ostaeyen and Peter Scholten (Erasmus University Rotterdam), "The Politics of Numbers"; Maria Schiller, Julia Martinez-Artilo, Alexandre Tandon, Karen Schonwalder (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity), "How Urban Actors Respond to Diversity"; Louise Nikolic (Université Libre de Bruxelles), "Explaining Foreign Residents' Registration in Municipal Elections in Belgium and in Luxembourg"; Aija Lulle (University of Latvia) and Russell King (University of Sussex; Malmö University), "Political Representation of Diasporas in Contemporary Europe: Probing into Broader Citizenship Processes"

Room M1150, Session #30
Paper Session: Identification
Chair: Janine Dahinden (University of Neuchâtel and nccr – on the move)
Mark van Ostaeyen and Peter Scholten (Erasmus University Rotterdam), "The Politics of Numbers"; Maria Schiller, Julia Martinez-Artilo, Alexandre Tandon, Karen Schonwalder (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity), "How Urban Actors Respond to Diversity"; Louise Nikolic (Université Libre de Bruxelles), "Explaining Foreign Residents' Registration in Municipal Elections in Belgium and in Luxembourg"; Aija Lulle (University of Latvia) and Russell King (University of Sussex; Malmö University), "Political Representation of Diasporas in Contemporary Europe: Probing into Broader Citizenship Processes"

Room M1130, Session #29
Paper Session: Patterns of Integration
Chair: Johanna Probst (SFM)
Antonella Ceccongo (University of Bologna), "Chinese Migrants Incorporation in the Italian Fashion Industry: A Novel Approach"; Stibria Cuvosol (LUISS University), "The Impact of Naturalization on Civic Integration: An Empirical Study on TCNs in Italy"; Lucía M. Jardon Martínez (University of Zurich), "Diffusion of Immigrant Integration Policies in Switzerland. How Do the Swiss Cantons Adopt Specific Integration Measures in a Federal System?"; Oliver Gruber (University of Vienna), "Autonomy or Attachment? Ministerial Competences for Migrant Integration in EU Member States"

Room M1150, Session #30
Paper Session: Identification
Chair: Janine Dahinden (University of Neuchâtel and nccr – on the move)
Mark van Ostaeyen and Peter Scholten (Erasmus University Rotterdam), "The Politics of Numbers"; Maria Schiller, Julia Martinez-Artilo, Alexandre Tandon, Karen Schonwalder (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity), "How Urban Actors Respond to Diversity"; Louise Nikolic (Université Libre de Bruxelles), "Explaining Foreign Residents' Registration in Municipal Elections in Belgium and in Luxembourg"; Aija Lulle (University of Latvia) and Russell King (University of Sussex; Malmö University), "Political Representation of Diasporas in Contemporary Europe: Probing into Broader Citizenship Processes"

Room M1130, Session #29
Paper Session: Patterns of Integration
Chair: Johanna Probst (SFM)
Antonella Ceccongo (University of Bologna), "Chinese Migrants Incorporation in the Italian Fashion Industry: A Novel Approach"; Stibria Cuvosol (LUISS University), "The Impact of Naturalization on Civic Integration: An Empirical Study on TCNs in Italy"; Lucía M. Jardon Martínez (University of Zurich), "Diffusion of Immigrant Integration Policies in Switzerland. How Do the Swiss Cantons Adopt Specific Integration Measures in a Federal System?"; Oliver Gruber (University of Vienna), "Autonomy or Attachment? Ministerial Competences for Migrant Integration in EU Member States"
Friday, 26 June 2015
16:30 – 18:00
Panels and Workshops #3
Sessions #31 – #45

Room MR160, Session #31
Open Policy Workshop:
European Cities’ Networks and the Multilevel Governance of Diverse Cities

Room M1150, Session #39
Panel: Governing Transnationalism (2):
Focusing on Diasporas and Citizenship

Room MR040, Session #40
Panel: Friction-Less and Root-Less Mobilities? Opportunities, Barriers and Intimacies in Expatriate Migration

Room M2193, Session #41
Panel: Migratory Intentions of Residents with a Foreign Background

Room M2140, Session #42
Panel: Naturalization Ceremonies in Germany, France, Switzerland, and the UK

Room MR150, Session #43
Panel: Contested Childhoods: Growing Up in Migrancy

Room M1130, Session #44
Panel: Precarisation Cum Inclusion? Analysing Migrant Integration in Southern European Contexts of Protracted Crisis

Room M1140, Session #45
Panel: Challenges in Commissioned Migration Research

Room MR160, Session #31
Open Policy Workshop:
European Cities’ Networks and the Multilevel Governance of Diverse Cities
Organizer: Tiziana Capano (University of Turin)

Participants: Irena Guidikova (Intercultural Cities); Gemma Pinyol and Daniel de Torres Barderi (Spanish Network of Intercultural Cities); Ana Rola (City of Helsinki, EUROCITIES); Caterina Sarfatti (Municipality of Milan, EUROCITIES); Ronald Derks (City of Rotterdam, EUROCITIES); Neus Serre (City of Barcelona, EUROCITIES)

Room M1160, Session #33
Workshop:
The Methodological Challenges of Conducting Research with Children of Migrants (Including Teenagers and Young Adults) within (Transnational) Families

Room M1193, Session #34
Workshop:
Family, Migration and Nation: Commemorating the Work of Sarah van Walsum

Room M1170, Session #35
Panel: Discrimination and the Law

Room MR030, Session #36
Panel: Voluntary Return and Psychosocial Wellbeing

Room M2150, Session #37
Panel: Highly Skilled Migration in the (European) Labour Market: Brain Waste or Brain Gain?

Room MR170, Session #38
Panel: Units of Analysis and Perspectives on Immigrant Incorporation (1)

Room MR160, Session #33
Workshop:
The Methodological Challenges of Conducting Research with Children of Migrants (Including Teenagers and Young Adults) within (Transnational) Families
Chair: Joaquim Eguren (Comillas, Madrid)
Discussant: Martha Montero-Sieburth (University of Amsterdam) and Rosa Mas Giralt (University of Leeds)
Asma Khalid Fatima (Jinnah Women University Pakistan / University of Wollongong, Australia) and Diana Kelly (University of Wollongong, Australia), "Connecting with Migrant and Refugee Children in Pakistan: Challenges and Possibilities"; Rosa Mas Giralt (University of Leeds), "Ethical Reflections on Conducting Family Research with Migrants and Their Children"; Maria João Barroso Hortas (University of Lisbon), "Paths in School Integration: Combining Methodological Approaches and Ethical Procedures"; Carmen Dragbici (University of Sorbonne), "Reflexivity and Interculturality in Research with Migrant Roma Children in France"; Martha Montero-Sieburth (University of Amsterdam), "Navigating the Methodological Conundrum of Accessing Parents for Second Generation Youth Research Purposes: Knowing Your Audience and Their Perceptions of Research"

Room M1193, Session #34
Workshop:
Family, Migration and Nation: Commemorating the Work of Sarah van Walsum
Organizer: Elenore Kofman (MDX)
Participants: Maybrijt Jill Alpes (Free University of Amsterdam); Saskia Bonjour (University of Amsterdam); Betty de Hart (Radboud University of Nijmegen); Helena Wray (MDX)

Room M1170, Session #35
Panel: Discrimination and the Law
Chair: Patrick Simon (INED)

Room M1160, Session #31
Open Policy Workshop:
European Cities’ Networks and the Multilevel Governance of Diverse Cities
Organizer: Tiziana Capano (University of Turin)

Room M1193, Session #33
Workshop:
The Methodological Challenges of Conducting Research with Children of Migrants (Including Teenagers and Young Adults) within (Transnational) Families
Chair: Joaquim Eguren (Comillas, Madrid)
Discussant: Martha Montero-Sieburth (University of Amsterdam) and Rosa Mas Giralt (University of Leeds)
Asma Khalid Fatima (Jinnah Women University Pakistan / University of Wollongong, Australia) and Diana Kelly (University of Wollongong, Australia), "Connecting with Migrant and Refugee Children in Pakistan: Challenges and Possibilities"; Rosa Mas Giralt (University of Leeds), "Ethical Reflections on Conducting Family Research with Migrants and Their Children"; Maria João Barroso Hortas (University of Lisbon), "Paths in School Integration: Combining Methodological Approaches and Ethical Procedures"; Carmen Dragbici (University of Sorbonne), "Reflexivity and Interculturality in Research with Migrant Roma Children in France"; Martha Montero-Sieburth (University of Amsterdam), "Navigating the Methodological Conundrum of Accessing Parents for Second Generation Youth Research Purposes: Knowing Your Audience and Their Perceptions of Research"

Room M1170, Session #35
Panel: Discrimination and the Law
Chair: Patrick Simon (INED)

Room M1193, Session #34
Workshop:
Family, Migration and Nation: Commemorating the Work of Sarah van Walsum
Organizer: Elenore Kofman (MDX)
Participants: Maybrijt Jill Alpes (Free University of Amsterdam); Saskia Bonjour (University of Amsterdam); Betty de Hart (Radboud University of Nijmegen); Helena Wray (MDX)
Room M2150, Session #37
Panel: Highly Skilled Migration in the European Labour Market: Brain Waste or Brain Gain?
Chair: Marco Pecoraro (SFM);
Co-chair: Didier Ruedin (SFM);
Discussants: Marco Pecoraro and Didier Ruedin
Klaus Nowotny (University of Salzburg), “Are Overqualified Migrants Negatively Self-Selected? Myo-Data Evidence from Migration Intentions”;
Room M2150, Session #39
Panel: Governing Transnationalism (2): Focusing on Diasporas and Citizenship
Chair: Özge Bilgili (Maastricht University);
Co-chair: Marta Bivand Erdal (PRIO, Oslo);
Discussant: Godfried Engbersen (Erasmus University Rotterdam)
Maarten Vink, Arjan H. Schakel, David Reichel, Gerard-René de Groot and Ngu Chau Lien (Maastricht University), “The International Diffusion of Expatriate Dual Citizenship”;
Room M2193, Session #41
Panel: Migratory Intentions of Residents with a Foreign Background
Chair: Helga de Valt (NID);
Discussant: Ilka Steiner (University of Geneva) and Livia Ortenzi (University of Milano-Bicocca and ISMU)
Jaergen Carling (PRIO) and Erik Snel (Erasmus University Rotterdam), “The Transnational Ideal: Preferred Futures among Immigrants in Europe”;
Lenore Sauer and Andreas Ette (Federal Institute for Population Research, Wiesbaden), “Return Migration Intentions of German Citizens Living Abroad”;
Angela Paparossa and Elena Ambrosi (University of Rome), “To Stay or to Return. The Main Determinants of Return Migration Intentions among First-Generation Moroccans Living in Italy”;
Livia Elisa Ortenzi (University of Milano-Bicocca and ISMU) and Elisa Bartbiani di Groot (University of Milano-Bicocca), “Resist, Return or Re-Emigrate? The Growing Role of Female Migration Models in Assessing Migratory Intention of Immigrants in Crisis-Hit Italy”
Room M2140, Session #42
Panel: Naturalization Ceremonies in Germany, France, Switzerland, and the UK
Chair: Laurence Ossipow (University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland, Geneva);
Discussant: Sarah Mazouz (Humboldt-Universität, Berlin)
Bridge Byrne (University of Manchester), “Welcome to Britain? The Non-Performativity of Welcome in UK Citizenship Ceremonies”;
Antoine Mandre-Degelis (Sciences Po, Paris/Sciences Po, Toulouse), “The Path to French Ceremonies d’Accès à la Citoyenneté Française”;
The Invention of Naturalization Rituals in France in the Last Decades”; Laurence Ossipow (University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland, Geneva) and Massime Feller (University of Geneva), “Conceptions of State and of Citizenship in the Speeches Given to New Swiss Citizens by Representatives of the 3rd Return Migration Generation (University of Cologne), “With or without Oath? The Formal Setup of Naturalization Ceremonies in Germany”
Room M2150, Session #43
Panel: Contested Childhoods: Growing Up in Migrancy
Chair: Marie Louise Seeberg (NOVA);
Discussant: Valentina Mazzuccato (University of Maastricht);
Marie Louise Seeberg (NOVA), Elzbieta Gozdziak (University of Neuchatel), “Challenges in Contested Migration Research”, “Crisis-Hit Italy”
Peter Scholten (Erasmus University Rotterdam), “Transformations of Society-Science Dialogues and Their Potentials”; Han Enztinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam), “Scientific Advice as Political or Technocratic Activity”; Andreas Pott (University of Osnabrück), “Epistemological Implications of Increasing Policy Driven Research”; Norbert Cyrus (University of Bremen), “Knowledge Production in the Area of Migration Research”;
Other Participants: Tiziana Copani (University of Turin); Magdalena Lestinska (CMR); Anna Trandsiljudlová (EUI)
Tiziana Copani (University of Turin); Magdalena Lestinska (CMR); Anna Trandsiljudlová (EUI)
Peter Scholten (Erasmus University Rotterdam), “Transformations of Society-Science Dialogues and Their Potentials”; Han Enztinger (Erasmus University Rotterdam), “Scientific Advice as Political or Technocratic Activity”; Andreas Pott (University of Osnabrück), “Epistemological Implications of Increasing Policy Driven Research”; Norbert Cyrus (University of Bremen), “Knowledge Production in the Area of Migration Research”;
Other Participants: Tiziana Copani (University of Turin); Magdalena Lestinska (CMR); Anna Trandsiljudlová (EUI)
Session #49 has been rescheduled to Friday, 26 June 2015, 11:00

Room MR160, Session #46
Workshop: Immigration and the Sub-State Level
Panel: The Undocumented, the Non-Legitimate, and Their Welfare – Taking Stock of Social and Health Services Vis-à-Vis “Unexpected Migrants” Across European Societies (1)

Room MR160, Session #48
Workshop: Trade Unions, Immigration and Migrant Workers: The Case of South and Central Europe
Panel: Political Representation of Diasporas in the EU (1)

Room M2160, Session #47
Panel: Immigration and the Sub-State Level Chair: Verena Wittshaler (EURAC, and University of Leicester); Co-chair: Núria Franco-Guillén (GRITIM); Discussant: Ricard Zapata (GRITIM)

Room M2160, Session #47
Panel: Materialised Remittances and Objects of Aid: Exploring Sent and Received Things in Times of Crisis and Hardship (2)

Room M2160, Session #47
Panel: Political Representation of Diasporas in the EU (1)
Organizers: Jean-Michel Lafleur (CEDEM), Michael Collery (University of Suses) and Alix Lulle (University of Latvia)

Room MR160, Session #48
Workshop: Immigration and the Sub-State Level Chair: Verena Wittshaler (EURAC, and University of Leicester); Co-chair: Núria Franco-Guillén (GRITIM); Discussant: Ricard Zapata (GRITIM)

Room M1160, Session #49
Panel: Migration, Citizenship and “Mixed” Families in Europe
Room MR030, Session #53
Panel: Public Opinion and (Media) Representations of “The Other” (2)

Room M1150, Session #54
Panel: "The Other" (2)
Panel: Media (Media) Representations
Paper Session: "The Other" (2)

Room M1160, Session #49
Panel: Paper Session: Immigration in Europe
Panel: Migration, Citizenship and “Mixed” Families in Europe
Room MR050, Session #49
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M1170, Session #50
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M1170, Session #50
Panel: Migration, Citizenship and “Mixed” Families in Europe
Panel: Units of Analysis and Perspectives on Immigrant Incorporation (2)
Panel: Internationalising Our Understanding of Student Mobilities: Beyond the Anglo Model (2)

Room M1110, Session #50
Panel: Paper Session: Immigration in Europe
Panel: Migration, Citizenship and “Mixed” Families in Europe
Room MR050, Session #49
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M5050, Session #49
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M1170, Session #50
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M1170, Session #50
Panel: Migration, Citizenship and “Mixed” Families in Europe
Panel: Units of Analysis and Perspectives on Immigrant Incorporation (2)
Panel: Internationalising Our Understanding of Student Mobilities: Beyond the Anglo Model (2)

Organizers:

Room M1160, Session #49
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room MR050, Session #49
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M5050, Session #49
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M1170, Session #50
Panel: Workshops Changing Migration Dynamics in and around Europe
Room M1170, Session #50
Panel: Migration, Citizenship and “Mixed” Families in Europe
Room MR030, Session #53
Panel: Public Opinion and (Media) Representations of “The Other” (2)
Room M2150, Session #52

Chair: International Understanding of Student Mobilities: Beyond the Anglo Model (2)
Chair: Pervu Habrham (York University)
Co-chair: Yvonne Riazzo (University of Neuchatel and nccr – on the move)
Discussant: Antonek Lombard (University of Neuchatel and nccr – on the move)

Christof Van Mol (NIDI), “The Lure of International Cities: Destination Choices of Erasmus Students”;

Room M1150, Session #54

Panel: The Undocumented, the Non-Legitimate, and Their Welfare – Taking Stock of Social and Health Services Vis-à-Vis “Unexpected Migrants” Across European Societies (1)
Chair: Erica Rigbard (Malmö University)
Co-chair: Paolo Bocagni (Trento University)
Discussant: Claudio Balzani (University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland)


Room M2193, Session #56

Panel: Family Migration and Citizenship
Chair: Elenore Kamfu (MDX)
Discussant: Helena Wray (MDX)


Room M2140, Session #57

Panel: Materialised Remittances and Objects of Aid: Exploring Sent and Received Things in Times of Crisis and Hardship (2)
Chair: Maja Porzaniczky Frykman (MIM)
Co-chair: Kathy Burrell (University of Liverpool)
Discussant: Kathy Burrell and Maja Porzaniczky Frykman


Room M2150, Session #59

Paper Session: Immigration in Europe
Chair: Elena Vitali Costa (University of Geneva and nccr – on the move)


Room M1140, Session #58

Panel: Refugee Migration and Local Demarcations (2)
Chair: Jeroen Doornenbal (UVA); Co-chair: Birgit Glorius, (THC)
Discussant: Jeroen Doornenbal and Birgit Glorius


Room M2130, Session #60

Paper Session: Demography, Life Cycle and Immigration
Chair: Philippe Warner (University of Geneva and nccr – on the move)


Room MR030, Session #53

Panel: Public Opinion and Media Representations of “The Other” (2)
Chair: Anders Hellstrom (MIM);
Co-chair: Cristian Norocel (University of Helsinki);
Discussant: Gregg Bucken-Knapp (University of Gothenburg)


Room MR040, Session #55

Panel: The Context of Discrimination
Chair: Arefin H. Bhidhoun (ISF);
Discussant: Bosita Bibiti and Arefin H. Bhidhoun


Room MR110, Session #60

Paper Session: Immigration and Return
Chair: Philippe Warner (University of Geneva and nccr – on the move)


Room M1160, Session #61
Paper Session: Governance of Migration
Chair: Metka Hercog (University of Basel and nccr – on the move)
Discussants: Russel King (University of Sussex; Malindi University)

Room MR170, Session #64
Panel: Environmental Migration in West Africa (1)
Chair: Sara Vigil (CEDEM); Co-chair: Caroline Zickgraf (CEDEM and University of Reims, Champagne-Ardenne)
Discussant: François Gemenne (CEDEM)

Room M1183, Session #73
Paper Session: Family Migrants
Room MR150, Session #74
Paper Session: Socio-Economic Mobility
Room M2140, Session #75
Paper Session: Health
Saturday, 27 June 2015
16:30 – 18:00

Panels and Workshops #6
Sessions #76 – #90

Note:
Session #81 has been rescheduled to
Saturday, 27 June 2015, 11:00

Room MR160, Session #76
Workshop:
The External Dimension of EU Asylum Policy: Actors, Instruments, and Prospects for Development

Room M1193, Session #83
Panel:
Integration as a Multi-Faceted Process: New Research-Based Insights

Room MR170, Session #84
Panel:
Environmental Migration in West Africa (2)

Room MR040, Session #85
Panel:
Implications of Long-Term Labour Migration from Central and Eastern European EU-Countries in Diverse European Urban Regions

Room M2193, Session #86
Panel:
Political Representation of Diasporas in the EU (2)

Room M2140, Session #87
Panel:
Integration and Democracy in Migrant Receiving Societies: An Assessment of Joseph Carens’ “The Ethics of Immigration”

Room M1140, Session #88
Panel:
Precarisation Cum Inclusion? Interactions between Integration and Policies

Room M1130, Session #89
Paper Session:
Cultural Interaction

Room MR150, Session #90
Paper Session:
Refugee and Asylum Migration

Room MR160, Session #76
Workshop:
The External Dimension of EU Asylum Policy: Actors, Instruments, and Prospects for Development
Organizer: Marina D’Odorico (ISMU)
Participants: Ennio Codini (ISMU); Roberto Cortinovis (Catholic University of Milan, ISMU); Christopher Hein (Italian Council for Refugees, UNHCR and IOM)

Room M2160, Session #77
Closed Workshop:
Trade Unions, Immigration and Migrant Workers: Theoretical Implications

Room M1160, Session #78
Workshop:
New Sites, New Challenges? Ethical and Methodological Questions in the Context of Research on Migration Exclusion

Room M1150, Session #79
Workshop:
“In-/Visible Politics of Migration” – Presentation of the Second Issue of the New Online-Journal “Movements”
Organizers: Judith Bosslad (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, The Hague), Rina S Penninx (University of Amsterdam) and Stefania Marino (University of Manchester)

Room M2140, Session #87
Panel:
Integration and Democracy in Migrant Receiving Societies: An Assessment of Joseph Carens’ “The Ethics of Immigration”

Room M1140, Session #88
Panel:
Precarisation Cum Inclusion? Interactions between Integration and Policies

Room M1130, Session #89
Paper Session:
Cultural Interaction

Room MR150, Session #90
Paper Session:
Refugee and Asylum Migration

Room MR160, Session #78
Workshop:
Highly Skilled Migration Policies: Conceptualizations, Policy Designs and Implementations of High-Skilled Migration Policies

Room M2160, Session #77
Closed Workshop:
Trade Unions, Immigration and Migrant Workers: Theoretical Implications

Room M1160, Session #78
Workshop:
New Sites, New Challenges? Ethical and Methodological Questions in the Context of Research on Migration Exclusion
Organizers: Christin Aehermann (University of Neuchatel and ncct – on the move), Nora Afjolfer (University of Bern), Lisa Borrelli (University of Bern), Tobias Eule (University of Bern), Jana Haberlein (University of Neuchatel and ncct – on the move), Laura Bezzonico (University of Neuchatel and ncct – on the move) and Anna Wysa (University of Bern)

Room M1150, Session #79
Workshop:
“In-/Visible Politics of Migration” – Presentation of the Second Issue of the New Online-Journal “Movements”
Organizers: Ilker Ataç (University of Vienna), Stefanie Kron (University of Vienna), Maurice Sterel (University of Warwick), Sarah Schilliger (University of Basel), Helge Schwitzgebel (University of Kassel)

Room M1170, Session #80
Workshop:
Intergovernmental Relations on Immigration Integration
Organizers: Eva Hophorn (Edinburgh University) and Ilke Adam (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Participants: Ricard Zapata (University Pompeu Fabra); Nathalie Wojnarowicz (Southern Cross University, Australia); Nuria Franco-Guillen (University Pompeu Fabra)

Room MR030, Session # 81
Panel:
Highly Skilled or Highly Wanted Migrants? Conceptualizations, Policy Designs and Implementations of High-Skilled Migration Policies
Chair: Metka Hercog (University of Basel and ncct – on the move)
Discussant: Adrian Fawell (Paris Institute of Political Studies)

Friday, 26 June 2015
12:30 – 13:30
Hall in front of MR160

Poster Session

Poster A
The Influence of Recession on the Attitudes towards Immigrants in Four Central European Countries
Youna Leonitiyeva (Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic)

Poster B
Migrants’ Childbearing in Italy: Temporal Trend and Principal Determinants
G. Gabrielli (University of Naples Federico II), P. Giannantoni (University of Naples Federico II), E. Mussino (Stockholm University) and S. Strozza (University of Naples Federico II)

Poster C
The Immigrant Inclusion Index (IMIX – A Tool for Assessing the Electoral Inclusiveness of Democracies with Respect to Immigrants
Joachim Blatter, Andrea Blättler and Samuel D. Schmid (University of Lucerne)

Poster D
Crisis, Migration and Integration: The Experiences of Colombian Migrants in Madrid, London and Brussels
Anastasia Bermudez (CEDEM)

Poster E
Attitudes towards Emigration: A Quantitative Approach
Bogdan Voicu and Monica Serban (Romanian Academy, Bucharest)

Poster G
Interlinkages between Migration Patterns and Social Inequality: Same Country – Different Outcomes
Marina Richter (University of Fribourg)

Poster H
Immigrants and Fragmented Social Policy Implementation
Jussi Tervola, Markku Laatu and Hannu Mattila (Social Insurance Institution, Finland)

Poster I
Difference Vis-à-Vis Diversity: Between Symbolic Distance and Contiguity
Monica Ibáñez-Angulo (University of Burgos)

Poster J
Beyond the Political Opportunity Structure Approach: Competing Discourses and Practices of Inclusiveness by First- and Second-Generation Migrants Participating in the Italian Left
Maria Teresa Cappiali (University of Montreal)

Saturday, 27 June 2015
12:30 – 13:30
Hall in front of MR160

Poster Session

Poster M
Regulating Exclusion: Article 1 (F) (a) of the Refugee Convention and the Doctrine of International Criminal Law
Clotilde Pégorier (University of Zurich)

Poster N
Social Capital and the Educational Aspiration of Young People with Immigrant Background in Sweden
Alireza Behtoui (Stockholm University)

Poster O
Expanding the Rights of Non-Citizens in Austria: Towards an Activist-Based Approach to Migrant Rights
Ilker Anan (University of Vienna)

Poster P
How Do Educational Systems and Integration Policies Affect the Educational Performance of Immigrants’ Children? Anna Di Bartolomeo (EUI), Corrado Bonifazi (Italian National Research Council, Rome), Salvatore Strozza (University of Naples Federico II)

Poster R
Defining “The Other” by Religion – Symbolic Boundary Making in German and Austrian Immigrant Integration Policies
Astrid Mattes (University of Vienna)

Poster S
Is “Brain Waste” Really a Big Issue? The Case Study of Ukrainian Migrants in The Czech Republic
Youna Leonitiyeva (Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic)
Thursday, 25 June 2015

IMISCOE Pre-Program

12:30 – 15:30, Room MR040
Board of Directors

The Board of Directors represents the highest authority of IMISCOE and decides on the network structuring activities – the joint program of activities, the allocation of funds and the financial accounting, any changes in the membership, as well as appointments of new working groups.

The Board of Directors consists of all directors of the partner institutes (or their mandatated representatives), each having one vote in decision-making. The Board of Directors will meet at the occasion of the annual conference.

Members of the Board of Directors
– Prof. Rainer Bauböck, HIVA, University of Liège, Belgium
– Prof. Ricard Zapata-Barrero, Charles University Prague, Czechia
– Prof. Ferruccio Pastore, FIERI, Turin, Italy
– Prof. Michael Keith, CMR, Warsaw University, Poland
– Prof. Izabela Grabowska, University Pompeu Fabra Barcelona, Spain
– Dr. Daniela Corrillo, ISF, Oslo, Norway
– Prof. Dr. Marlou Schrover, Leiden University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Costica Dumbrava, CEDEM, Belgium
– Prof. Janine Dahinden, University of Neuchatel, Switzerland
– Prof. Ahmet Içduygu, MIM, Malmö University, Sweden
– Dr. Nils Holtug, AMIS, Copenhagen, Denmark
– Prof. Maurice Crul, MIR, The Hague, Netherlands
– Prof. Steven Vertovec, Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey
– Dr. Dietrich van Gils, University of York, UK
– Dr. Maria Baganha, NOVA, Lisbon, Portugal
– Prof. Maria Louise Seeberg, NIDI, The Hague, Netherlands
– Prof. Albert Kraler, ICMPD, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Lucinda Fonseca, CEDEM, Belgium
– Prof. Maarten Vink, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Moreno Vignoli, IGOT/UL, Portugal
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Dr. Darshan Vigneswaran, IMES, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands
– Prof. Andreas Pott, IMIS, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Stephanie Condon, INED, Paris, France
– Prof. Dr. Arnfim Midtbøen, ISF, Oslo, Norway
– Prof. Daniela Corrillo, ISMU, Milan, Italy
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Middlesex, London, UK
– Prof. Pieter Bevelander, MIM, Malmo University, Sweden
– Prof. Ahmet Içduygu, MireKoc, Turkey
– Prof. Elisabeth Collet, MPI Europe, Brussels, Belgium
– Prof. Steven Vertovec, MPI-MG, Göttingen, Germany
– Prof. Helga de Valk, NIDI, The Hague, Netherlands
– Prof. Marie Louise Seeberg, NOVA, Oslo, Norway
– Prof. John Wrench, CDI, Trondheim, Norway
– Prof. Carl-Ulrik Schierup, REMESO, Linköping University, Sweden
– Prof. Gianni D’Onfante, SFM, University of Neuchatel, Switzerland
– Prof. Dr. Mariou Schover, Leiden University, the Netherlands
– Dr. Anne-Britt Djuve, ESOMI, University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain
– Prof. Dr. Nils Holtug, AMIS, Copenhagen, Denmark
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands

Network Office IMISCOE
– Prof. Maurice Crul
– Dr. Peter Scholten
– Cees Jochensmen
– Warda Belabas
– Karin Milovanovic
– Ali Konyibi

09:00 – 15:30, Room MR160
PhD Workshop

The PhD Network is in its development phase. It is open to ideas or suggestions. To connect with the persons behind, write an email to: phdnetwork@imiscoe.org

The IMISCOE PhD Network is the IMISCOE PhD Network aims at becoming Europe’s largest PhD network of scholars in the area of migration and integration. The network focuses on the organization of events, PhD training, grants and awards, as well as (online) discussions. The network will work in line with the aims and objectives of IMISCOE, linking scholars working in the same field in an international context.

Network Office IMISCOE
– Prof. Mercedes Fernandez, IEM, Universidad Pontificia Comillas de Madrid, Spain
– Dr. Darshan Vigneswaran, IMES, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands
– Prof. Andreas Pott, IMIS, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Stephanie Condon, INED, Paris, France
– Dr. Arnfim Midtbøen, ISF, Oslo, Norway
– Dr. Daniela Corrillo, ISMU, Milan, Italy
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Middlesex, London, UK
– Prof. Pieter Bevelander, MIM, Malmo University, Sweden
– Prof. Ahmet Içduygu, MireKoc, Turkey
– Prof. Elisabeth Collet, MPI Europe, Brussels, Belgium
– Prof. Steven Vertovec, MPI-MG, Göttingen, Germany
– Prof. Helga de Valk, NIDI, The Hague, Netherlands
– Prof. Marie Louise Seeberg, NOVA, Oslo, Norway
– Prof. John Wrench, CDI, Trondheim, Norway
– Prof. Carl-Ulrik Schierup, REMESO, Linköping University, Sweden
– Prof. Gianni D’Onfante, SFM, University of Neuchatel, Switzerland
– Prof. Dr. Mariou Schover, Leiden University, the Netherlands
– Dr. Anne-Britt Djuve, ESOMI, University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain
– Prof. Dr. Nils Holtug, AMIS, Copenhagen, Denmark
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassmann, IAS, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
– Prof. Maarten Vink, MACIMIDE, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
– Prof. Eleonora Kofman, University of Osnabrück, Germany
– Prof. Heinz Fassma...
The City of Geneva is inviting the participants of the 20th Anniversary of the SFM and of the 12th IMISCOE and 1st nccr – on the move Annual Conference to a reception and cocktail dinner. After the official opening of the IMISCOE Conference by Sandrine Salerno and Peter Scholten, Andreas Wimmer will build bridges between the Swiss case as discussed in the afternoon and the European case(s), which will be debated in more than 90 sessions throughout the following two days.

Is Switzerland Unique? A Comparative Analysis
Andreas Wimmer first outlines, in broad strokes, some pertinent developments regarding migration streams, politics, and policies as well as some recent trends in migration research. On this background, he will set the Swiss experience in perspective. In how far is it unique or does it represent broader trends – perhaps some of these trends in a particularly pronounced way?

Andreas Wimmer’s research aims to understand the dynamics of nation-state formation, ethnic boundary making and political conflict from a comparative perspective. He has pursued these themes across the disciplinary fields of sociology, political science, and social anthropology and through various methods: field research in Oaxaca (Mexico) and Iraq, comparative historical analysis, quantitative cross-national research, network studies, formal modeling, the analysis of large-scale survey data, as well as policy oriented research. He taught at the Universities of Zurich, Neuchatel, Bonn, UCLA, and Princeton. From 2015/16 onward he will be the Lieber Professor of Sociology and Political Philosophy at Columbia University.

Following this scientific launch of the conference the participants will enjoy a cocktail dinner offered by the City of Geneva.

As a complement to the predominantly scientific discussions during the conference, the participants are invited to visit the urban renewal project “Les Libellules” in order to see how the Canton of Geneva deals with practical issues of social inequalities which are partly related to migration. “Les Libellules” is a social housing building complex, separated from the rest of the city of Vernier by a large traffic axis and an extended industrial area. Due to the high number of inhabitants from low socioeconomic backgrounds, the area is considered one of the most challenging neighborhoods in the Canton of Geneva. This urban renewal project is part of the nation-wide integration program of the Confederation “Urban projects – social integration in housing areas”. The ongoing structural and constructional improvements, in addition to the social/cultural project implementations, are destined to enhance social cohesion by actively involving the inhabitants in the renewal process.

The guided tours in English are organized by the Office for Integration of Foreigners of the Canton of Geneva.

After the transfer to the “Bains des Pâquis”, a popular swimming complex built in 1872, all participants are invited to the Conference Dinner offered by the Canton of Geneva.
About IMISCOE

IMISCOE (International Migration, Integration and Social Cohesion in Europe) is Europe’s largest interdisciplinary research network in the field of migration, integration and diversity studies. The IMISCOE network was established as a Network of Excellence in April 2004. Currently, the network consists of 36 research institutes from almost all European countries and from various disciplines, including sociology, political science, economics, law, demography, public administration, social geography and history.

Member Institutes
- AIXM, Centre for Advanced Migration Studies, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
- CEDENTIN, Centre for Diversity and Inclusion, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway
- CEDERM, Centre d’Etudes de l’Ethnicité et des Migrations, University of Liège, Belgium
- CEMIS, Centre for Migration and Intercultural Studies, University of Antwerp, Belgium
- CEMRIC, Center for the Study of Migration and Intercultural Relations, University of Almeria, Spain
- CESS, Centre for Economic and Social Studies, Albania
- CEMR, Centre of Migration Research, Warwick University, Poland
- COMPAS, Centre on Migration, Policy and Society, University of Oxford, UK
- CRSID, Research Unit on Migration, Management of Diversity and Social Cohesion, University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain
- ECIEM, International Migration Sociology Team, University of A Coruña, Spain
- EUI, European University Institute, Florence, Italy
- EER, Erasmus University of Rotterdam, Citizenship, Migration & The City (E2MC), the Netherlands
- FIP, Institute for Labour and Social Research, Oslo, Norway
- FIERI, The Forum Internazionale di Ricerche sulla Immigrazione, Turin, Italy
- GEMIGRADE, Geographic Migration Center, Charles University, Czech Republic
- GEDRITM, Interdisciplinary research group on immigration, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain
- IFAV, Research Institute for Work and Society, EU Leuven, Belgium
- ICIMPE, International Center for Migration Policy Development, Vienna, Austria
- IM, Instituto Universitario de Estudios sobre Migraciones de la Universidad Pontificia Comillas de Madrid, Spain
- IGOT-3G, Instituto de Geografía e Ordenamento de Territórios, University of Lisbon, Portugal
- IMMS, Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
- IMS, Institute for Migration Research and Intercultural Studies, University of Osnabrück, Germany
- INED, Institut National d’Études Démographiques, Paris, France
- ISAP, Instituto Superior de Artes e Design, Lisbon, Portugal
- ISMI, Instituto Universitario de Estudios sobre Migraciones de la Universidad Pontificia Comillas de Madrid, Spain
- JOM, Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute, The Hague, the Netherlands
- LMD, London Metropolitan University, London, UK
- LPR, Laboratorio de Política del Régimen de Inmigración, University of Murcia, Spain
- MDR, Maastricht Centre for Citizenship, Migration and Development, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
- MINS, Middlesex University, London, UK
- MIM, Malino Institute of Studies of Migration, Diversity and Welfare, Malmo University, Sweden
- MISLAB, Marmara University, Istanbul, Turkey
- MPI-Europe, Migration Policy Institute Europe, Brussels, Belgium
- MPI-MMG, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religion and Ethnic Diversity, University of Göttingen, Germany
- RISDI, Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute, The Hague, the Netherlands
- NSnow, Norwegian Research Centre for the Study of Diversity, Oslo, Norway
- NTHU, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan
- NRU, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway
- SFM, Swiss Forum for Migration and Population Studies, University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland
- SNIP, Swiss Forum for Migration and Population Studies, University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland

IMISCOE Events

IMISCOE organizes several events a year such as in particular the annual conference, which has developed into the largest annual migration conference of Europe.

13th IMISCOE Annual Conference
"Migration and Development"
Prague, 29 June - 1 July 2016
Organized by GEOMIGRACE
More information can be found on page 67.

PhD Winter School
Liège, 18 – 22 January 2016
The winter school 2016 will be organized by the Centre d’Etudes de l’Ethnicité et des Migrations (CEDEM).
More information will follow soon on imiscoe.org

IMISCOE - AMIS Spring Conference
"Measures of Control: Managing Migration in the 21st Century"
Dates to be announced.
Organized by AMIS – University of Copenhagen
More information will follow soon on imiscoe.org

IMISCOE Research

IMISCOE supports a number of research groups and Standing Committees with seed funding for publication and research initiatives.

Research “Seed Funding”
The Network supports a broad range of research initiatives in line with the specific expertise of its members. The development of common lines of study is primarily research-driven. The IMISCOE research network derives its relevance for society in general and for policy and politics in particular from its theory-based, analytical contributions. To promote specific research ideas and niches, the network provides ‘seed funding’ to international and interdisciplinary research groups (including a number of longer term standing committees).

Standing Committees
- Aging Migrants: Demography, Welfare and Agency
- Education and Social Mobility
- Interaction of Migrant Integration and Transnationalism
- Migration, Citizenship and Political Participation
- Popular Art, Diversity and Cultural Policies in Post-Migration Urban Settings (POPADVCIT)
- Research Policy Dialogues on Migration and Integration in Europe (DIAMINT)
- The Multilevel Governance of Immigrant and Immigration Policies

Research Groups
Research groups involve new research initiatives that focus on a very specific line of activity and a specific group of researchers geared to that. An overview of currently 34 active research groups is published on imiscoe.org. If you wish to join one of the research groups, please get in touch with the research group leaders, or send a mail to imiscoe@fsw.eur.nl

IMISCOE PhD Network

Training of researchers is an essential task of the IMISCOE network. By pooling the resources and expertise of its partners and members, IMISCOE facilitates the highest quality training for all network members. It also makes long-term investments in the broader field by opening its training facilities to non-members. To this aim, the network organizes annual winter or summer schools for PhDs, as well as specific training modules at other IMISCOE events.

Furthermore, IMISCOE has recently launched a PhD Network. See page 53 for more information on the network and the first PhD Workshop organized at the occasion of this Annual Conference.
IMISCOE Publications

Over the last decade, IMISCOE has established a number of publication series. This includes a book series (IMISCOE Research Series) and the journal Comparative Migration Studies. Both are published with Springer. A key characteristic of IMISCOE's strategy is to support open access publishing.

IMISCOE Research Series

The IMISCOE Research Series is an established book series in the field of migration, integration and social cohesion studies with over 50 titles. The series includes contributions from various disciplines. All contributions are submitted to a rigorous peer-review procedure, coordinated by IMISCOE’s Editorial Committee (for more information see page 53). IMISCOE also provides support to open access publications, to promote the widest possible access to research and to promote opportunities for learning from each other’s work. The book series is published by Springer.

To submit a manuscript, please contact Warda Belabas, belabas@fsw.eur.nl

Educational Reception in Rotterdam and Barcelona
Policies, Practices and Gaps
Brugueras Calleajo, Maria
ISBN 9789089646446

Irregular Migrants in Belgium and the Netherlands
Meester, Maasje van
ISBN 9789089646439

IMISCOE Research Series

Published in 2015

Migrating and Settling in a Mobile World, Albanian Migrants and Their Children in Europe
Varthi, Zana
ISBN 978-3-319-13023-1

Migration in the Southern Balkans from Ottoman Territory to Globalized Nation States
Vermeselen, Hans, Baldwin-Edwards, Martin, Boeschoten, Riki van (Eds.)
ISBN 978-3-319-13718-6

Integrating Immigrants in Europe Research-Policy Dialogues
Schooten, P., Entzinger, H., Penninx, R., Verbeek, S. (Eds.)
ISBN 978-3-319-16255-3

Expected in 2015

Integration Processes and Policies in Europe: A Three-Way Process?
Penninx, Binnus, Garces, Blanca (Eds)

Inter-Group Relations and Migrant Integration in European Cities: Changing Neighbourhoods
Pastore, Fuccillo, Ponzo, Irene (Eds)

Social Statistics and Ethnic Diversity: Cross-National Perspectives in Classifications and Identity Politics
Simon, Patrick, Piché, Victor, Gagnon, Amélie A. (Eds)

Published in 2014

Educational Mobility of Second-Generation Turks, Cross-National Perspectives
Schnell, Phillip
ISBN 978089646514

Migration from the Middle East and North Africa to Europe
Bommes, Michael, Fassman, Heinz, Stevens, Wiebke
ISBN 9780894523177

Transit Migration in Europe
Edited by Davoli, Franck, Collyer, Michael, Molodikova, Irina
ISBN 978089646491

Springer is very proud to partner with IMISCOE on the publication of the “IMISCOE Research Series” and the open access journal “Comparative Migration Studies”. With more than 8,000 employees across the globe and through local sales and marketing teams, Springer is committed to strengthening IMISCOE’s position in Europe as well as internationally.

Springer Science+Business Media (springer.com) is a leading global scientific, technical and medical publisher, providing researchers in academia, scientific institutions and corporate R&D departments with quality content via innovative information products and services. Springer published roughly 2,200 English-language journals and more than 8,400 new books in 2014, and the group is home to the world’s largest STM eBook collection, as well as the most comprehensive portfolio of open access journals.

SpringerOpen (springeropen.com), launched in June 2010, includes Springer’s portfolio of 175+ peer-reviewed access journals. SpringerOpen retain the copyright to open access books. Published under the SpringerOpen brand they complement our established open access journal portfolio.

SpringerOpen journals and books are made freely and permanently available online immediately upon publication. They are subject to high-level peer review, author and production services ensuring quality and reliability of the work. Authors publishing with SpringerOpen retain the copyright to their work, licensing it under a Creative Commons license. Publishing with SpringerOpen enables authors to widen their readership, comply with open access mandates, retain copyright, and benefit from Springer’s trusted brand.

Comparative Migration Studies (CMS)

Comparative Migration Studies (CMS) is an international, peer-reviewed journal for comparative research in the field of migration, integration and ethnic studies. CMS is published by Springer. CMS publishes articles (and special issues):

- from various disciplines
- with an explicit comparative orientation
- for open access publishing
- publishing on a relatively short term
- four issues per year

CMS distinguishes itself on the following three points:

An explicit comparative orientation.

We believe that a focus on comparative research can promote the theoretical development of migration studies. This can involve various types of comparative studies (between countries, groups, levels, historical periods).

A wide disciplinary angle.

CMS aims to develop a wide disciplinary angle, such as political science, economics, law, history, demography, social geography, sociology and anthropology.

An open access journal.

CMS is the only journal in our field that provides open access publishing 'free of charge'. We believe open access nowadays is the best way to get the widest possible exposure for the work published in our journal. Publishing your articles with CMS means that other scholars will have easy access to your work and will be more likely to actually read it and refer to it. However, CMS also offers the opportunity of publishing hardcopies of each issue, through a ‘print-on-demand’ option. For the request of hardcopies of journal issues, please e-mail info@comparativemigrationstudies.org.

CMS invites contributions that are comparative, containing high-quality research, that are methodologically sound and theory-relevant. Contributions are welcome from various disciplines, such as political science, economics, law, history, demography, social geography, sociology and anthropology. We particularly invite contributions on the following topics: migration, integration, assimilation, migration policies, incorporation policies, governance of migration and integration, ethnic/cultural/religious diversity, migrant rights, gender & migration, migration & security, civic integration, nationalism and migration, ethnic entrepreneurship. All articles are submitted to a double-blind peer review procedure.

Special issues:

CMS also provides an outlet for coherent special issues. Every proposal will be reviewed by the Editorial Board. If approved, all individual articles from the special issue will be subjected to double-blind peer review independently.

Online submission:

Now accepting submissions through the SpringerOpen online portal Editorial Manager. Read more about the journal on SpringerOpen: comparativemigrationstudies.com

facebook.com/comparativemigrationstudies

Twitter: @JournalCMS
The nccr – on the move is a new National Center of Competence in Research (NCCR) for migration and mobility studies, which has been operational since June 2014. The center aims to enhance the understanding of contemporary migration patterns and to establish an innovative and competitive field of research on migration and mobility in Switzerland. Managed from the University of Neuchâtel, the network comprises seventeen research teams from seven universities in Switzerland: The Universities of Neuchâtel, Basel, Berne, Fribourg, Geneva, Lausanne and Lucerne. Some 60 researchers and administrative collaborators work for the nccr – on the move.

The overall scientific aim of the nccr – on the move is to offer a comprehensive and interdisciplinary framework for understanding the character of and experienced shifts in contemporary migration and mobility to Switzerland. Designed to develop new perspectives on the changing migratory reality, the nccr – on the move brings together research projects from social sciences, economics and law. These projects are combined to address the overall research question: What is the character of contemporary immigration patterns – within the so-called migration-mobility nexus? The notion of the migration-mobility nexus offers an analytical perspective for shedding light on the changing forms and patterns of migration, which move on a continuum from long-term and permanent to increasingly more temporary and fluid. These patterns of migration and mobility are analyzed as embedded in changing relations between the State, multi-level legal orders, market drivers and societal dynamics.

In addition, the different NCCR Management Areas – namely knowledge transfer, education and training, equal opportunities, and communication – contribute to increase the benefit and impact of the nccr – on the move. Interdisciplinary cross-fertilization among the projects and a doctoral program on migration and mobility research foster scientific innovation and strengthen the field of migration studies in Switzerland. Internal communication plays a key role in enabling the necessary interaction among the members of the nccr – on the move. Additionally, different knowledge transfer measures allow for entering into a regular and structured exchange with members of the wider national and international scientific community, with institutional partners, decision-makers and opinion leaders. These knowledge transfer measures are combined with external communication activities in order to ensure that the knowledge gained within the NCCR also reaches a broader audience. Special attention is paid to improving equal opportunities and the awareness for gender issues and (in)equalities at all levels of the nccr – on the move.

Swiss Forum for Migration and Population Studies (SFM)

The Swiss Forum for Migration and Population Studies (SFM) is a research and training institute at the University of Neuchâtel. The SFM was founded in 1995, with the aim to contribute to pragmatic discussions on migration issues. Since then, the institute has completed over 250 studies financed by the Swiss National Science Foundation or funded by a range of federal, cantonal, communal, and private organizations. The SFM holds a special place in Swiss social science research, due to its focus on facilitating the dialogue between research on migration and demographic analyses on the one hand, and public authorities and public or private users on the other. The adopted approach to research is open to a wide range of different partnerships, both at the national and international level.

With its focus on “Migration and Citizenship” the institute offers an innovative module, unique in Switzerland, as part of the Master’s degree in social sciences and humanities. The SFM not only provides academic research and university teaching but also advisory and information services. It has expertise in setting up further education programs, as well as the organization of conferences and seminars. The institute employs a multilingual team of researchers from various disciplines. It places great importance on exploiting research results and disseminating know-how to interested members of the public.

The documentation center at the SFM endeavors to cover the topic of migration – related to Switzerland and beyond – in a comprehensive manner and allows the public to use its extensive documentation, covering many books, journals and other articles on subjects associated with migration. This center is the main resource point for research on migration topics in Switzerland.

The SFM is a partner of the Swiss Centre of Expertise in Human Rights (SCHR). Furthermore, it is a longstanding member institute of the International Migration Integration Social Cohesion research network (IMISCOE).
Institute for Demographic and Life Course Studies (I-Demo)

Established in 2011 at the University of Geneva, the Institute for Demographic and Life Course Studies (I-Demo) belongs to the Geneva School of Social Sciences. This Institute is built on the work of the former Laboratoire de Démographie, founded in 1990. Its multidisciplinary team carries out fundamental research and commissioned studies on aspects of economic and social demography including migration and integration. The aim is to shed light on the issues surrounding current demographic transitions, their origins and impact, both in Switzerland and in less advantaged settings such as Albania, Mali and Cambodia. In addition, I-Demo develops specialized analytical tools for the study of migration and integration in Switzerland, including specific surveys and statistical approaches.

The work on migration is chiefly concerned with the evolution of migratory patterns as a result of changes of the economic, social and legal framework. Recently, three main projects on migration where initiated by the Institute, dealing with the demographic and economic impact of emigration from Switzerland to the rest of the world, the characteristics of German immigrants living in Switzerland, and the links between labor market conditions and health among migrants. In parallel, the Institute also conducts commissioned research for and provides expertise to government entities such as the Swiss Federal Commission on Migration or the Swiss Federal Statistical Office. More broadly, the institute works on topics related to data collection and description on migration using quantitative approaches.

The Institute for Demographic and Life Course Studies is part of two National Centers of Competence in Research (NCCR). The NCCR Lives which studies vulnerabilities forms and the nccr – on the move devoted to migration and mobility. In the framework of this second NCCR, the Institute is in charge of the computation of new data and indicators regarding migration and of the measurement of social and economic impacts of migration on the Swiss society.

Our teams conduct in-depth secondary analysis of censuses, registries of foreigners, income tax data, household panel surveys, biographical survey data, and so forth. They devise new tools, particularly for the representation and analysis of life trajectories, and develop approaches that employ both quantitative and qualitative methods.

Outlook to 2016

The 13th IMISCOE Annual Conference will be held in Prague, 30 June – 2 July 2016. The conference will cover the theme “Migration and Development” and will be organized by the Geographic Migration Centre (GEOGRAFIS) of the Department of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague. The conference committee is chaired by Dusan Drbohlav.

Contact

Geographic Migration Centre (GEOGRAFIS)
Faculty of Science, Charles University
Albertov 6, Prague 2, 128 43, Czechia
geomigrace.cz
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